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Draft Minutes of the Public Meeting of the 
INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING EDUCATION STANDARDS 

BOARD CONSULTATIVE ADVISORY GROUP (CAG) 
 

Held on February 10-11, 2011 

At ACCA Headquarters, London, United Kingdom 
 

MEMBERS:  
 Present: 
Charles Calhoun (Chair) 
Amanda Dempsey  
Susan Haka 
Jon Hooper (Feb. 11) 
Aileen Pierce  
Andre Kilesse (Feb. 11) 
Lal Nanayakkara 
Fabio Moraes da Costa 
Keith Bowman 
Marie Lang 
Greg Scates 
Dan Yang 
Susan Wright (Feb. 10; by 
teleconference) 
 
 
IAESB members: 
Mark Allison 
Aude Leonetti  
Greg Owens 
 
IFAC Staff: 
David McPeak 
James Sylph (Feb. 11) 
 
Observers: 
Ann Lamb 
John Hegarty 

 
National Association of State Boards of Accounting 
Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (South Africa) 
American Accounting Association  
Professional Oversight Body (UK) 
European Accounting Association 
Fédération des Experts Comptable Européens 
South Asian Federation of Accountants 
FUCAPE Business School (Brazil) 
Public Accountants Council (Ontario, Canada) 
European Federation of Accountants and Auditors for SMEs 
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (US) 
Confederation of Asian and Pacific Accountants 
Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and New 
Zealand 
 
 
 
IAESB Chair 
IAESB member, Member of IES 6 Revision Task Force 
IAESB member, Member of IES 8 Revision Task Force 
 
 
IAESB Technical Manager 
IFAC Executive Director, Professional Standards 
 
 
IAESB External Consultant, ICAS Education Director 
Monitoring Group Representative from The World Bank 

Apologies: 
David Meyer 
Jane Mutchler 
Michael Wells 
 

 
United States Agency for International Development 
The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 
International Accounting Standards Committee Foundation 
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OPENING MATTERS 
1.1 Welcome and Introductory Remarks 
Dr. Calhoun, Chair of the IAESB CAG, welcomed members and other participants to the 
meeting. A special welcome was extended to Dr. Dan Yang (Confederation of Asian and 
Pacific Accountants) on his first CAG meeting.  
 
Apologies were received from Mr. David Meyer (United States Agency for International 
Development), Professor Jane Mutchler (The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools 
of Business), and Mr. Michael Wells (International Accounting Standards Committee 
Foundation. 
 
Finally, Dr. Calhoun drew CAG members’ attention to Agenda Item 9, noting that activity 
reports from the IAESB and the other IFAC Boards and Committees were provided for 
information purposes.  
 
1.2 Approval of Agenda and Minutes of Previous Meeting 
Approval of Meeting Agenda 
The CAG approved the meeting agenda as is. 
 
Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting 
The CAG approved the minutes and action list of the CAG meeting held in Edinburgh, 
Scotland on September 16-17, 2011 as is. 
 
1.3 Summary of IAESB Responses to CAG Comments 
CAG members also received and noted a summary of IAESB responses to CAG 
comments on the Board’s current projects.   
 
1.4 CAG Chair’s Report 
Dr. Calhoun reported that he participated at the November 2010 PIOB meeting held in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
 
1.5 IAESB Chair’s Report  

Mr. Allison reported that important progress on IAESB projects had been made since the 
last September 2010 CAG meeting. The exposure draft of IES 7 was released December 
10th with a deadline for public comment scheduled for March 8th. First drafts of IES 4 and 
6 were discussed by the IAESB at its November meeting. The IAESB also discussed 
content issues relating to the revision of each of the other IESs at its November meeting 
with the aim of developing 1st drafts of these revised Standards over 2011. In addition Mr. 
Allison indicated that the IAESB had provided comments in the form of response letters 
on: European Commission’s Green paper, Audit Policy: Lessons from the Crisis; and 
IFAC’s Consultation Paper, Competent and Versatile, How Professional Accountants in 
Business Drive Sustainable Organizational Success.  He also indicated that the IAESB is 
monitoring the developments of the following projects and may provide comments on 
only those matters deemed within the scope of Board’s mandate: European Commission’s 
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Consultation project on professional qualification directive, the Pathways Commission 
project on pathways to the profession, and IFAC’s projects on public interest framework 
and the definition of the public accountant. 

Finally, Mr. Allison indicated that he and IAESB representatives had undertaken the 
following speaking engagements and associated communications activities since the 
September 2010 CAG meeting:   

October 

• FEE Council meeting, Brussels, Belgium; 

• CReCER Leadership Roundtables 2010, Panama City, Panama; 

• UNCTAD's Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts on International Standards 
of Accounting and Reporting (ISAR), 27th session, Geneva, Switzerland, Human 
Capacity-Building;  

November  

• Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Singapore’s Accountancy Convention, 
Singapore;  

• Meeting/Lunch with IAAER Executive Committee, Singapore;  

• IAESB-IAAER Research Forum, Singapore; 

• The IAAER 11th World Congress of Accounting Educators and Researchers, 
Singapore;  

• The Education Directors Forum, Singapore; 

• PIOB meeting, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; 

• The 18th World Congress of Accountants, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; 

• REPARIS Accounting Education Community Practice Workshop, Vienna, Austria 
(Teleconference); 

• IAESB Response Letter to Professional Accountants in Business Committee’s 
Consultation Paper; 

December 

• IAESB Response Letter to European Commission’s Green Paper on Audit Quality 

January 2011 

• EFAA 2011 Annual Conference, Brussels, Belgium; 

• Meeting with Education Directors of the Consultative Committee of Accountancy 
Bodies of the United Kingdom, London, UK  
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• National Education Committee, Certified General Accountants Association of Canada, 
Toronto, Canada 

 
1-6. Leadership and Staff Reports 
Mr. James Sylph, Executive Director of Professional Standards, indicated that IFAC was 
pleased with the outcome of the events held at the 18th World Congress of Accountants 
held in Kuala Lumpur in November. He also highlighted the following IFAC activities: 
• Its sponsorship of the October CReCER Roundtables held in Panama City in October 

and the implementation of the recommendations around the work of the Professional 
Accountancy Organization Development Committee (formerly known as the 
Developing Nations Committee); 

• The upcoming consultations on the reform of the International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards Board; 

• The support provided to the initiative on Integrated Reporting; 
• The release of the Exposure Draft on the Standard on Assurance Engagements on 

Greenhouse Gas Statements.    
Finally, Mr. Sylph and Mr. Kilesse provided a brief summary of the proceedings of the 
February 9-10 European Commission’s conference on Financial Reporting and Auditing – 
A time for change.  
 
CURRENT IAESB PROJECTS 
2. IAESB STRATEGIC REVIEW 
Before its February 2011 meeting CAG members were surveyed for their views on 
emerging educational issues, current or new projects, and the priority of these projects in 
terms of the IAESB work plan. Members’ views were summarized in an Issues paper 
which formed the basis of a discussion on setting the next IAESB work plan. Although 
CAG members expressed mixed views on many of the issues, there was general support 
for the following: 
• Practice statements are not needed for each IES; 
• Implementation guidance on competence requirements for audit professionals 

should continue given its importance in developing high-quality corporate 
reporting; 

• Implementation guidance on convergence of education models should be deferred 
and this area should be revisited to clarify what are the important issues from an 
education perspective; 

• Guidance was suggested for accounting roles such as professional accountants in 
business and accounting technicians, but it was indicated that this type of guidance 
did not have to be presented in the form of a practice statement; and  

• Guidance was suggested in the area of accreditation of education providers with an 
emphasis on identifying high-level principles which would be informed from 
research on good practice of existing bodies that are accrediting education 
programs.  
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CAG members indicated that there was a need for more empirical research or case studies 
on the compliance of standards and the assessment of professional skills.  
 
In general CAG members supported a proposal that the IAESB extend the current work 
plan by one year and undertake a review of the priority of the current guidance projects to 
enable appropriate allocation of resources and expertise. 
 
Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform the IAESB’s discussion of the next 
version of the Strategy and Work Plan its March meeting. 
 
 
3. REVISION OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION STANDARD 6 
The CAG received a revised version of IES 6 and a paper that identified issues for 
discussion on the revision of IES 6. The following summarizes the CAG’s discussion. 
 

The CAG agreed with the following suggestions/directions of the Board: (1) rewording of 
the Objective; (2) separation of the requirement for assessment in IPD and CPD; and (3) 
rewording of the requirement for assessment in a recorded form. The CAG also gave 
strong endorsement of the sufficiency of the requirements of the proposed IES 6 
(Revised).   

In addition, the CAG provided the following suggestions: 

• Amend paragraph 6 to read “… develop and maintain professional competence 
during CPD…” rather than “…attain (for prospective professional accountants 
during IPD) and maintain (for professional accountants during CPD)…”.   

• Amend paragraph 6 to read “… an appropriate level of professional competence”, 
rather than “… the appropriate level of professional competence”. 

• Make minor grammatical amendments to the Explanatory Materials section.  

• Revise paragraph 10 to reflect the need for verification of assessment processes 
and that it be based on verifiable evidence. 

Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform the IAESB’s discussion on the revision 
of IES 6 at its March meeting. 
 
 
4. REVISION OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION STANDARD 2 
The CAG considered a paper that identified issues on a proposed taxonomy and 
illustrations of how a learning outcome approach might be introduced into the revised IES 
2. The following summarizes the CAG’s discussion. 
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The CAG expressed support for the use of a proposed taxonomy and the proposed 
learning outcome approach for IES 2.  It was recognized that this approach would make 
IES 2 more effective by improving consistency and understanding across member bodies.  
Greater clarity on the breadth and depth of knowledge required by a professional 
accountant was also welcomed. 
 
After reviewing the illustrations on learning outcomes CAG members suggested that more 
work was needed to set the learning outcomes at the “right difficulty” level to make them 
meaningful and not simply generic. CAG members suggested that the learning outcome 
approach needed to include more examples of synthesis and integration skills to assist 
those progressing through IPD.  
 
Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform the IAESB’s discussion on the revision 
of IES 2 at its March meeting. 
 
 
5.  REVISION OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION STANDARD 4 
The CAG received a revised version of IES 4 and a paper that identified issues for 
discussion on the revision of IES 4. The following summarizes the CAG’s discussion. 
 
CAG members supported the inclusion of paragraphs A16-A18 on reflective activity in 
the Explanatory Materials section of the revised IES 4 and indicated that these paragraphs 
were helpful to the reader by providing additional explanation and guidance on reflective 
activity.  Some members indicated that the term, reflective activity, could cause translation 
problems. CAG members also suggested that each of the terms of the current definition of 
professional values, ethics and attitudes be defined separately rather than defined as one 
term.  
 
Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform the IAESB’s discussion on the revision 
of IES 4 at its March meeting. 
 
 
6. REVISION OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION STANDARD 8 
The CAG received a summary of the analysis of respondents’ comments on the IES 8 
Consultation paper and a paper that identified issues for CAG discussion. The following 
summarizes the CAG’s discussion. 
 
In general the CAG supported the direction and decisions taken at the November IAESB 
meeting as a result of the consultation responses.  Several CAG members, however, 
emphasized the need for IES 8 to address the gap in competence development that occurs 
between the point of qualification and the point of becoming an engagement partner. In 
clarifying this progression of skill development CAG members suggested that it is 
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important to define an engagement team. One CAG member indicated that regulators view 
both professional judgment and professional skepticism as important elements that need to 
be included in the learning and development of professional auditors.  
 
CAG members agreed that the term, significant judgment, should be removed from the 
definition of an audit professional and that IPD for the development of an engagement 
partner should be required and stated in IES 8. It was pointed out that in detaching the 
definition of a professional accountant from an audit professional, there needed to be 
consideration of the implications on the Statement of Membership Obligations. CAG 
members also supported the view of providing guidance on specialized, transnational, or 
listed engagements in the form of a practice statement or information paper.  
 
Finally, CAG members expressed a mixed view on whether the standard should apply to 
all types of audit engagements. Several CAG members indicated that the scope of IES 8 
needed to be expanded and address the competence requirements for all engagements 
including assurance engagements. CAG members, however, suggested that the scope also 
needed to be consistent with that of IAASB standards. 
 
Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform the IAESB’s discussion of content 
issues on IES 8 at its March meeting. 
 
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
7. DEFINITION OF THE PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT 
The CAG received a Consultation paper on a proposed definition of the professional 
accountant and an Issues paper that identified issues for CAG discussion. In general the 
CAG supported the approach of providing a framework to define the professional 
accountant subject to following suggestions for clarification. 
• Explain what is a professional and what distinguishes a professional accountant from 

technicians, specialists, as well as other types of professionals; 
• Align explanations with the 3 levels of the definition to improve understanding;   
• Enhance the explanation around why the 3rd level of the definition is needed; and  
• Explain what accounting roles and activities should be included in the accountancy 

profession. 
Several CAG members suggested that the definition for the professional accountant could 
be improved by avoiding any linkage with jurisdictional matters and limiting the scope to 
financial accounting and reporting. 
  
Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform the IFAC’s task force which is working 
on developing the definition for the professional accountant.  
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8. IAESB 2011 COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY AND WORK PLAN 
The CAG received a draft of the proposed IAESB 2011 Communications Strategy and 
Plan and an Issues paper that identified issues for CAG discussion. The following 
summarizes the CAG’s discussion. 
 
In general the CAG supported the proposed 2011 IAESB Communications Plan, subject to 
consideration of following suggestions:  
• provide greater emphasis on demonstrating the usefulness and role of the 

Standards to interested stakeholders; 
• include accreditation bodies as a target audience; 
• ensure that messages on the revision of the IESs focus on improving the 

awareness of the Standards being multi-purposed and transparent because of the  
due process followed; and  

• investigate opportunities to include articles about the IAESB in newsletters (e.g., 
EAA newsletter) and journals (Accountancy SA, Journal of South African 
Accounting Research).  

 
Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform the IAESB’s discussion on the 
development of the 2011 Communications Strategy and Work Plan at its March meeting. 
 
9-1-9-11 OTHER BOARDS AND COMMITTEE REPORTS 
The CAG received and noted reports on the activities of the following IFAC boards and 
committees: 
• International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB); 
• International Accounting Education Standards Board (IAESB); 
• International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA); 
• International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB); 
• Compliance Advisory Panel (CAP);  
• Developing Nations Committee (DNC); 
• Professional Accountants in Business Committee (PAIB); 
• Small and Medium Practices Committee (SMPC); 
• Transnational Auditors Committee (TAC);  
• IFAC Communications; and  
• IFAC Board Initiatives. 
 
9-12. PUBLIC INTEREST FRAMEWORK FOR ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION 
The CAG received a copy of IFAC’s Public Policy Position Paper, A Public Interest 
Framework for the Accountancy Profession.  The following summarizes the CAG’s 
discussion. 
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CAG members indicated that the paper does not provide the reader with an understanding 
of what is the public interest and had concerns about how the three criteria could be put 
into practice.  CAG members suggested that more information was needed to assist in 
identifying what are the costs and benefits in meeting the public interest, especially from 
an education perspective. CAG members also suggested that issues relating to 
sustainability would have implications on the 2nd criterion and that each of the criteria 
should not be ranked equally. The first criterion was considered overarching.   
 
Proposed Way Forward 
The comments of the CAG will be used to inform IFAC staff in finalizing the policy paper 
on the public interest framework. 
 
9-13. PATHWAYS COMMISSION OVERVIEW 
The CAG received and noted the overview document. 
 
10. FUTURE MEETINGS 
The CAG noted that its next meeting will be held on September 15-16, 2011; Jacksonville, 
USA. 
 
11. MONITORING GROUP REPORT 
The CAG received and noted the Monitoring Group’s report and a document summarizing 
IFAC’s reaction to the Monitoring Group’s Report (September 2010). 
 
Mr. Hegarty, Monitoring Group representative from the World Bank, indicated that the 
lack of coverage of issues pertaining to the IAESB’s work in the Monitoring Group report 
should not be taken negatively, but more as a sign of satisfaction for the work that the 
IAESB and IAESB CAG are doing. He also indicated that the aim on the report’s 
recommendations is to fine-tune the role of the 3 CAGs when providing advice on the 
IFAC’s Standard-setting activities.  
 
 
12. MEETING CLOSURE 
The public meeting closed at 11:55 am on Friday, February 11, 2011. 
 
Approved by Chairman: ……………………………………… 
 
 
Date: ………………………………………………………….. 
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ACTION LIST 
 
IAESB CAG MEETING February 2011 
 
ACTION PERSON(S) 

RESPONSIBLE 
DUE DATE STATUS 

1. Update CDL 
 

S. Summerhill/ D 
McPeak 

ASAP DONE 

2. Present CAG comments/advice 
on the revision of IES 4 at the 
March 2011 IAESB meeting 

Ann Lamb/D McPeak March 11 DONE 

3. Present CAG comments/advice 
on the revision of IES 6 at the 
March 2011 IAESB meeting 

Aude Leonetti/D 
McPeak 

March 11 DONE 

4. Present CAG comments/advice 
on the revision of IES 2 at the 
March 2011 IAESB meeting 

Ann Lamb/D McPeak March 11 DONE 

5. Present CAG comments/advice 
on the revision of IES 8 at the 
March 2011 IAESB meeting 

G Owens/ D McPeak March 11 DONE 

6. Present CAG comments/advice 
on the 2010-2012 IAESB 
Strategy and Work Plan at the 
March 2011 IAESB meeting 

C. Calhoun/D McPeak March 11 DONE 

7. Record CAG comments/advice 
in an Issues paper on the 2011 
IAESB Communications Plan 
at the March 2011 IAESB 
meeting 

D McPeak March 11 DONE 

 
 


